Virtual Learning Prompts

Self-Control Prompt: The teacher is teaching a lesson to the class online. Mark notices the chat feature is open for private chatting (teacher forgot to turn it off). He continues to distract other students during the lesson by sending them private inappropriate chat messages the teacher cannot see. What can Mark do to demonstrate Self-Control in the virtual learning environment?

On-Task Prompt: Michelle is bored during an online group assignment. She decides to shut off her camera and press mute. She begins to watch TikTok videos on her phone until the group online discussion part of the online instruction is over. What can Michelle do to demonstrate On-Task behaviors in the virtual learning environment?

Achievement Prompt: Angel’s teacher assigns reading prior to logging in online for the class discussion and assignment. Angel decides he will not read ahead of time and he will be fine filling in the responses by text messaging his friends for the answers during class. What can Angel do to demonstrate Achievement behaviors in the virtual learning environment?

Respect Prompt: Janice disagrees with another classmate during an online debate on a topic she cares deeply about. Instead of responding to this classmate with civility, she begins to interrupt and use features demonstrating she is screaming. What can Janice do to demonstrate Respect behaviors in the virtual learning environment?